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OXYGEN INKS DEAL WITH COX HOSPITALITY NETWORK
Originals Series & Specials Available In Hotel Rooms Nationwide
Las Vegas – Oxygen has signed a deal with Hospitality Network (HN), a product line brand of Cox Business
Services-Las Vegas, to offer the network’s hit shows and popular original programming in hotel rooms serviced by
HN. Titles including Campus Ladies, Monique’s F.A.T. Chance, Fight Girls, Tease, and Talk Sex with Sue Johanson
will be available to hotel video-on-demand users across the United States. HN provides video as well as wired and
wireless data solutions to sixteen of the world’s twenty largest hotels.
“This deal with Hospitality Network rounds out our distribution deals with all the major hotel VOD players,” said
Mary Murano, President of Distribution at Oxygen. “Deals like this allow Oxygen to be everywhere our audience is,
which is the key to growing our business.”
About Oxygen Media
Oxygen, the only cable network owned and operated by women, is currently available in over 71 million homes.
The network was launched in 2000 to fill a void in the television landscape -- creating a network targeted to younger
women. Oxygen is rewriting the rulebook for women’s television, with vast array of unconventional and original
programming including The Janice Dickinson Modeling Agency, The Bad Girls Club, Tori & Dean: Inn Love and
Campus Ladies. Geraldine Laybourne, the network’s founder, Chairman and CEO, has led the company to be a
strong advocate for women. Through programs like The Mentor’s Walk, Oxygen’s national program for bringing
along the next generation, and “Who Cares About Girls,” Oxygen’s new documentary series -- Oxygen is creating
The New Girls Network.
About Cox Business Services
Cox Business Services is a division of Atlanta-based Cox Communications, Inc., the nation’s third largest cable
broadband communications company. A full-service, facilities-based provider of communications solutions, Cox
Business Services excels at helping businesses of all sizes generate greater efficiencies. The company offers highspeed Internet services and dedicated data and video transport services for home offices, small, medium and largesized businesses, school districts and hospitality, government and military properties in 28 markets across the nation.
For more information, visit www.coxbusiness.com.
Hospitality Network, a product line brand of Cox Business Services-Las Vegas, provides state-of-the-art videoon-demand, free-to-guest cable television, TV-Internet as well as wired and wireless data solutions to more than
125,000 guest rooms in the world’s largest gaming hotels and resorts. Its clients are located in Nevada, New Jersey,
Mississippi, and Louisiana. Visit www.coxhn.com for further information.
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